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www.adaptivepower.com
 Economical AC and AC+DC voltage and frequency converters
 500VA to 180kVA single chassis models
 Ideal for 50/60/400Hz production testing and bench distribution

www.bkvibro.com
 Condition Monitors for critical and noncritical equipment
 Online Condition Monitoring and
Diagnostics
 Acceleration, velocity and displacement
sensors and accessories

www.dataforth.com
 Industrial signal conditioners and isolators
 5B, 7B, 8B, 9B and DIN formats
 MAQ®20 Instrument Class® data acquisition system

www.druck.com
 Pressure transducers and transmitters to 10,000 psi
 Flight qualified transducers
 Digital pressure indicators, controllers and calibrators
 Portable process calibrators

www.ipetronik.com
 Extremely rugged data acquisition systems
for environmental extremes
 Wireless WiFi connectivity
 Extensive software solutions

www.knick-interface.com
 Voltage and current transducers with high isolation
 High voltage transducers to +/-4800 V
 SIL3 pulse/frequency conditioners and repeaters
 Universal isolated signal conditioners

www.pacificpower.com
 Precision AC and AC+DC power sources
 Highly programmable and reliable
 Ideal for product development, avionics qual test,
safety test, EMC labs, and ATE
 DO-160, MIL-STD-704 and Airbus test software

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
www.panametrics.com
 Clamp-on ultrasonic liquid flowmeters
 Wetted ultrasonic flowmeters for liquid, gas and steam
 Trace moisture probes and analyzers
 Oxygen and binary gas transmitters
 Sample systems and packaged solutions

www.sherbornesensors.com
 High precision inclinometers
 Servo and MEMS-type accelerometers +/-0.1g to +/-200g
 High shock limits

www.us.tdk-lambda.com
 Programmable DC power supplies from 750 W to 90 kW
 High performance GENESYS™ and GENESYS+Plus™
 Programmable and precision high voltage supplies to
300kV

Test&Measurement

tmi.yokogawa.com/us
 ScopeCorder high performance data
acquisition instruments
 DSOs & MSOs with extensive serial bus
analysis (CAN, LIN, FlexRay, SENT, CXPI,
I2C, SPI, and UART)
 Digital power analyzers and power meters
 SMUs, current sources, AC&DC standards
 SMARTDAC+® distributed data acquisition
and control system

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our team of professionals is ready to assist you with your application and ordering needs.

Contact info:

Tel: 585-586-8710

General inquiries and order status:

Joy Powell

sales@taerep.com

Central & Eastern NY sales:

Jeff Cook

jeff.cook@taerep.com

Western NY sales:

Ron Frank

ron.frank@taerep.com

Visit www.taerep.com for further information

